Pepe on

Welcome Colby class of 1997

leave from
Colby
BY LAURA PAVLENKO
Editor-in-Chief

First-years gather on Miller Lawn, addressed by Dean Kassman
and Dean McArthur, j u s t as they will four years from now at their
commencement.
_

p hoto by Yuhgo Yamaguchi

¦

Mateo and Cotter address the College
WHITNEY GLOCKNER
News Editor
President William Cotter and
Student Association President
Marinel Mateo '94 spoke to a moderate crowd last night in PageCommons Room about their "ideas,perceptions and plans for the year to
come/' said Cotter
Cotterdescribedthechangesthat
have occurred on campus this summer ,as well as changes yet to come.
Cotter welcomed the class of
1997 and reported that it is an academically strong and diverse class.
We are building and working
for diversity,"said Cotter,re ferr ing
to the 35 states and 24 countries
represented in the first-year class.
Cotter also addressed the dispropor tiona l r ise in college t uition
as compared to the cost of living.
"It is our obligation to lay out
and explain these figures,"said Cotter. With little federal aid t o colleges/the price of education has increased by 200% since the early
_98p'8,he said.
Cotter reported however, tha t
Colby, unlik e many colleges, is not
workin g under a financial deficit,
makin g it possible for the Collegeto
significantly increase its staff.
"We will havea stron gfaculty to
serve the next generation /'said Cqt: : ! '
tej. ' ' - ' "' - ' '¦ : . ' ,
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power on campus to press the issues you feel strongly about/'
Mateo also urged students to get
involved .
She announced that former StuA President Bill Higgins'Project Inward has been revamped and renamed "Operation Outward."
The new program will be voluntary and will not include dinner or
"hand held" discussions, said
Mateo.
Mateo outlined upcomingevents
on campus , including this
weekend's Welcome Back Bash and
Colby Day. Festivities will include
i
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the planting of daffodils donated by
Linda Cotter.
Mateo also said she plans to install call boxes around campus for
the personal safety of the students.
Call boxes would have direct lines
to Safety and Security,according to
Mateo.
Mateo stressed involvement on
committees as a valuable part of a
Colby education and urged students
to join one or more committees on
campus.
Mateo concluded by saying, "I
am here for you.I have faith in the
Stu-A executives and I urge you to
get involved." ?

> John Pepe,a Colby student charged with
aggravated manslaughter, is on a non-prejudicial leave of absence from the College, according to Earl Smith, dean of the College.
Pepe, 21, is charged with the death of a
New Jersey woman,Lori McKinney,24. Pepe
and McKinney met in a Lafallette,NewJersey
bar on the eveningof July 16,1993. Witnesses
say the couf£e left the bar together,according
to Assistant Prosecutor John Doran, spokesman for the Ocean County prosecutor's office.
McKinney's body was found by local fishermen in the surf at 6:00 AM the following
morning. The cause of death was strangulation and drowning,according to Doran. The
strangulation was done manually, he said.
Reports which indicate whether there had
been any sexual contact ahd whether there
wereanydugs or alcohol in McKinney'sbody
Will not be released until Pepe's case is
See PEPE on oase 7.
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In dosing, Cotter urged studen t s to get involvedand "use yout College.
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Mone y for cliem-free loung es
There are four new chem-free lounges on campus this semester thanks to $24,000
donated by President William Cotters discretionary fond, according to Dean of Housing

Here she eomes ...
Representing Maine at the
Miss America Pageant this year
in Atlantic City is Colby senior
Josette Huntress. Huntress, or
"MissMaine,"isfrom Limestone,
Maine and will be competing for
the title of Miss America. The
pagent is on September 18 at the
Atlantic City Convention Hall.
Huntress, captain of the Softball team and member of the Basketball team has been in contact
with her professors at Colby and
plans to return to school immediately after the pageant.
If Huntress wins the title of
Miss America, she will take a one
year leave of absence from the
college to fulfill her role, according to Dean of Students Janice
Kassman. Huntress said she does
not expect to win the titleand will
beback to Colby at the end of the
month.
Huntress arrived in Atlantic
Cityon Monday,according to her
H traveling companion Mamie
Fortin of Bath,Maine.Fortin,who
photocourtesyofKaminMcClelland
has been with the pageant for
Josette Huntress '94 crowned as Miss Maine
seven years, explained that each
1993.
contestant is accompanied by a
person from their home state.
(E.H.)

Securit y p atro ls campus on bike s

Paul Johnston.
The new lounges, located in the baseriient of East Quad,the basement of Pierce, the
second floor of the Heights, and the small dining room in Foss have new carpeting,
televisions, VCRs, and new fiiniture
^ in each commons wherenon-alcoholiceventscould
"The whole idea wastohayeaplace
take place," said Johnston.
Each Commons Council will decide their own policy for their lounge,including when
it will be open and for which functions it can be able to be used for.
ResidenceHalls interested in creatingtheir own chem-freelounge may apply for a $500;
mini grant, according to Johnston. (E.H.)

The blue light and missing faculty *..
Anyone looking for Dean
of Students Janice Seitzinger
won't be able to f ind her at
Colby anymore. She is now
Janice A. Kassman, the new
wifeof Dr. Lawrence Kassman,
who works at the Mid-Maine
Medical Center.Thecouplewas
married quietly on June 12 at
Mt. Washington Hotel and Resort and nowresidesin Albibn,
Maine.
Anyone looking for Professor of Religion NikkyGuninder Singh will also f ind a
change. Singh is expecting her
first child in three weeksand is
not teaching any classes this
semester. She and her husband
Harry Walker reside in Taylor
as faculty residents. (E.H.)
Photoby Cina Wertheim

Singh and Walker anticipate the birth
: v of their
first child
' yy - .-: 'j iy..

The blame is in the ink

Fire alarm pranksters will now be caught blue-handed. Permanent ink, which has been
installed in every fire alarm, will cover the'hand of the individual that pulls the alarm.The
college hopes the ink will deter people from pulling false alarms, according to Janice
Kassman, dean of students.
Although the administration will not be conducting room-to-room checks looking for
colored hands, Kassman expects that other students will report the blue-handed.
who reports
The fine for pulling an alarm has been increased from $100to $300. The person
¦
(E.H.)
the guilty party will receive $50.
.
.

Cotter advoca tes free speech

photo hy Cina Wertheim

Watch out! Safety and Security is nowpatrolling the campus on
mountain hikes. The mountain bikes willgive Securitythe mobility the
p atrol car could not provide.

Countr y store will stay...
ELIZABETH HERBERT
Asst. News Editor

The Country Store will remain open despite a $20,000 loss last year, {according to
Dean of Students Janice A. Kassman. The
Country Store, which has been located in the
Joseph FamilySpa for one year,carries items
like Ben &J erry's Ice Cmm, beverages and
toiletries.
Overthesumme^ the administrationconsideredclosingthe9tore,expandingthegame
room, and moving the most popular items
the store carried behind the counter in the
Spa.
However, the Student Association disagreed,according to Marine!Mateo *94, Stu-

A president.
"The decision to close (the Country Store]
down wasan administrativeone,and I didn't
think it was fair/' said Mateo. Sincethe decision to open the store was a student one, the
student should also decide to close the store,
said Mateo.
The store will be on a trial period for one
semester and will keep shorter hours, eliminating some salary expenses. It will be open
every day from 8 pm. until the Spa closes.
"If students really want Ithe Country
Store), they will patronize it," said Mateo.
Kassman said the administration is willing to seethe store througha trial period,but
if student Interest in the store is low, ano ther
option will be considered.
"If it doesn't look like it's profitable, we'll
consider closing it out," said Kassman.Q

President Cotter
argues that it is the
duty of a small college to protect students from verbalharassment by instituting speech codes in
an article appearing
in the September issueof the NiemanReport, a Harvard University-based publication. Cotter maintains that in order to
preserve an atmosphere in which free
speech can flourish
without fear of verbal abuse and intimidation, codes should
be designed to protest the weak and
vulnerablefrom ridi¦ I
¦
cule. Cotter's article '
|T— i I
|l
,
' '
Echofilephoto
is based on incidents William Cotter, preside ntof the College \
occurring at the University of Pennsylvanialast yearin which a Blackwomen's sorority lyas
verbally harassed while celebratingthe foundation of their sorority arid retaliation from the
Black community at Penn. The article also references incidents of verbal abuse at Brown
University and Dartmouth University. (W.G.)

Cooks pilots new film pro gra m

One possibilityis Cooksteachinga
Jan Plan course in video productiontechniquesand equipmentoperation.
Hopefully , in the spring students will be able to write, direct,
shoot and edit videos, structured
either as independent studies or as
a conjunctive aspect of classes.
Cooks will produce the videos.
Colby's program will likelyuse
two modelsfor
video production — documentary and
drama. The
documentary
format is easier
to execute, but
dramatic formats are more
rewarding and
involve more people, said Cooks.
"This is going to be a stepping
stone project,"said Cooks. "These
days it's difficult to walk into a
classroom, in any part of the country, and not see a TV and a VCR.*
Visual imagery has become a key
resource in facilitating communication ."

BYJOSH LUTTON
Managing Editor

Colbyhashired CalebCooks'93
to head a new student video program funded by a three-year,
$107,000 grant from the Philip
Morris Foundation.
TheFoundationandColbyhope
to increase communication and
understandingon campus through
an examination of social life,which
the Collegeplans to do by producing as many quality videos as possible.
Colbyhired Cooks,who graduated last spring, mainly on the
strength of his movies;"Common
Ground" and "Tall-ih&Back to SocialPressure,"said Earl Smith,dean
of the College..The movies^ which
were released last year, examined
race and gender issues.
"The grant is very broadlywritten," said Smith. Projects funded:
by the Philip Morris grant can be
used to examine issuesof racei, gender,religion,and otherv'ai«aswhere
there might be intolerance or lack
of understanding."
Sincetheproject aimsto increase
understanding of historically
marginalized groups,it willinvolve
the Departments of Afro-American
studies, American Studies,Anthropology, Education and Human
Development,Sociology,Women's
Studies,and possibly others.
The College is now considering
how to structure the i curriculum.

Ironically, the Collegesubmittedits proposal to Philip Morris on
September 14,1992, the same day
Cooks submitted his proposal to
theCollegefor "CommonGround."
This fall Cooks will advise the
College on the purchase of new
equipment,like a Macintosh-based
video editing system, cameras,
lights,and sound equipment.
Also this fall, Cooks will pr
oduce a new
video to help
drum upinterest in the program. The
video willconcern twoAfro7 American inner-city stui dents who decide to attend
the same small New England college. It will examine how their
friendship changesbecause"one of
them is able to assimilatebetter into
the new cultural milieu," said
Cooks.
. Questions about the program
should be directed to Cooks at extension 4296. ?
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Visit The Razzberiy Moose
93 Main Stree-Stem 's Building Wate rville

FEATURING
ik Miss Plum 's Ice Cream
(Maine 's Best Homemade)
-ft Other yummy treats.

p hoto by Yuhgo Yamaguchi
Caleb Cooks '93 and his dog Mecca. Cooks will serve as a
techinical advisor for Colby's new film program.
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DONT STOP ANYWHEREELSEBUT...

THE JOS EPH FAMILY SPA
FOR YOUR MORNING COFFEE

(WE FEATURE GREE N MOIJNTAIM ROASTER S COFFEE)
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, AND BRING YOUR COLBY TRAVEL M UG FOR 1/2 PRICE COFFEE!!!
SEE YOU THERE
Late Edition

"All the News
That's Fit to Print"

New York: Today, partly cloudy ,
windy. High 49. Tonight , clear , cold
winds. Low 32. Tomorrow , variable
clouds. High 40. Yesterday, high 55,
low 38, Details , are on page D22.

US. AND ALLIES OPEN AI R WAR ON IRAQ;
BOMB BAGHDAD ANDKUWAITITARGETS;
WO CHOICE ' BUTFORCE, BUSH DECLARES
fl rose WAIT END
News of Attack Sweep
the Country, Stirring

Profound Feelings
By MI M ES BARR ON

In one long moment yesterday, woi
that the United States had atlackc
BagHdad awept the country.
In spill-level suburban home* oo it
Daw Coast where dinner was in itoven, Jn b-fl'CJty restaurants in the MU
weal where bars were jammed wli
the happy .tour crowd and in «rtr
scraper offices on the West Coa;
.where people were Mill at work . Diet
wm as odd mlnuiv of appnehauta
sadneasandrelief.
In pnalls , shoppers emptied out t
stores and cried. In svpermarfcei.
caahlera rushed to call relatives an
shar e the news that after five month
at wailing and wondering America wo
si war , In department stores , peopl
crowded In (rant of television sets , wit
tome toying (hey were stunned (hi
Prtw-dcm Dush had decided lo act s
soon titer the United Nations deadlln
for Iraq to withdrawfrom Kuwait.
A Bmw OlmefWaHdWsr ll

* ONLY $.30 AN ISSUE *

ORDER YOUR SUBSCRIPTION FOR
THE NEW YORK TIMES TODAY
FALL TERM OFFERING
WHO: Students and facult y
WHAT ; 60% discoun t off the Regular Newsstand Price
WHERE: COLBY COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

WHEN: THE SOONER THE BETTER
WHY: Because if you have t o go t o class

you might as well go FIRST CLASS...
HOW: DROP A CHECK OFF AT THE BOOKSTORE
(payable to the Bookstore)
FOR : MONDAY -- FRIDAY (FALL SEMESTER ) $18.00

No Ground Fightin gYet;
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| PHONE :
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¦
i Enclosed is my check f or
Cpllege Bookstore ) |
j (Make check payable to Colby
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Golb y add s endowed facult y chairs
BY HANNAH BEECH
Opinions Editor

Golby named ten faculty members as endowed chairs this summer.Thenumberof endowed chairs
has increased from three to fourteen in the last three years.
An endowed chair receiveshis
or her pay largelyfrom the interest
on a $1 million investment. Some
chairs will also benefit from research funds provided by an additional$100>0(X)investment,accdrding to President William Cotter.
Endowed chairs free up resources
forother facultymembers,said Cotter.
Through capital campaign efforts, Colby has made a specific
point of increasing the number of
endowed chairs, said Cotter. "We
wereworkinghard on getting some
more because we didn't have
enough.
Y
^
Y
^napuM
Having more endowed chairs
^hn
, Stu-A tream ^r
miiotBami:94
¦
_ will also aid in subsequent recruitexpects a betterf iscal year.
ing of faculty, said Henry Gemery,
Pugh FamilyProfessor of EconomHHHlHH^^_H^^ffi
ics.
;
The newly appointed chairs
shared excitement over their appointments. "I'm overwhelmed,"
IIS^I^^^II^illiBlllilS
said Robert Weisbrot, Christian A.
^^I^^^S^_H
ili^lt^^K^^^lli^^llliilfll
^li
i^_^SIIlM Johnson Distinguished Teaching
^^^^^^^^HR^
If^lllllH Professor of History."If you called
:
^^^^^^M methreemonthsago,rdbe screami^
il^lif8i ^^^^^ i!lll l^l^i^^^^^^^
lllllw^t^^^iHil^lilB
lS
ing and leaping,"he said,referring
i^HH^HlMSi^^^l^Sill^B
to theday he found out he had been
llfH^^HIi^f^l^^^^il^H awarded the*chair.
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PLEASE

Waterville

Echol

PLEASE

Agnolotti Primavcra - a tomato , basil
pasta filled with lobster & shrimp

Appetizer - $3.95
Dinner-$8.95

Pas ta Salad - served warm
with veggies - $4.95
with pesto and garlic toast with cashews (garlic roasted) - $5JO
Lemon Pepp er Fettuccini A(fredo- a. zesty
peppery dish with spinach/egg fettucini in
a touch of garlic oil
served with a pesto bread - $6.95
Lemon Tarragon Chicken
with salad and p arliedred po tatosand sour cream - $5.95

Designer Pizzas

TexMex - with salsa, jalepcnos,onions,
tomatoes, black olives, & guacamole
Greek Pi zza-aunique taste with pesto
sauce, tomatoes, greek olives, sundried
tomatoes,redpeppers,garlic,roastedcashcws, & topped with feta
Thai Pkza - peanut sauce, marinated
chicken, sundried tomatoes, onions, carrots,mozzarclla. & red peppers
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Sun-Thur
Fri & Sat

— Oak Professor of Biological Sciences,Henry Gemery—Pugh Family Professor of Economics, Susan
Kenney — Dana Professor of CreativeWriting,Sandy Maisel —William R. Kenan,Jr. Professorof Government, Jane Moss — Dana Professor of Women's Studies and
French, Jorge Olivares — Allen
Family Professor of Latin American Literature, Thomas Tietenberg
—MitchellFamilyProfessor of Economics, Robert Weisbrot—Christian -A. Johnson Distinguished
TeachingProfessor of History, Edward Yeterian—Dana Professor of
Psychology. ?

Other chairs felt the same way.
Tm very honored, and I'll try to
continue to be active with the Biology Department/'said RussellCole,
Oak Professor of Biological Sciences.
The honor hit particularly close
to home for Jane Moss, Dana Professor of Women's Studies and
French,who wasespeciallypleased
to be honored at Colby because her
family has a rich history here. Her
mother, brother, aunt, and two
cousins all attended Colby.
For Moss, the appointment
proved the College's commitment
to the Women's Studies department. "It's very gratifying," said
Moss, "I'm absolutely delighted
because I'm a woman.They're a lot
of white males in the social sciences, and this shows BiH (Cotter)
and Bob [McArthurl acknowledging women and Women's Studies
at the College."
It wasa surprise,to be honest,
said Edward Yeterian, Dana Professor of Psychology. '1feel very
honored, though."Although other
departments,especiallythoseinthe
social sciences, have had more appointments, Yeterian was the first
appointment in the history of the
Psychology department.
In consultation with the Deanof
Faculty Bob-McArthur, Cotter appointed the following professors at
the Board of Trustees meeting last
Commencement Weekend:Arthur
Champlin — Leslie Brainerd Arey
Chairof Biosciences,F.RussellCole
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The Psychd (_gybehind

the Citibank ClassicVisa card,and the

emotional security of the Photocard. The citibank classic visa*
instills in students feelings of safety, security, and general wellness not unlike those experienced
in the womb.Therefore, it is the mother of all credit cards, f Some experts attribute these feelings
to the Citibank Photocard , the only credit card with your photo on it. A voice inside says, "This
is me, really me." (As opposed to, "Who the heck is that?"—a common response to the photo
on one's driver 's license.) It's an immediate form of
ID, a boost to your self-image, f Of course if your card is
ever lost or stolen and a stranger is prevented from using it,
you'll feel exceptionally good (showing no signs of Credit
Card Theft Nervosa), f Other experts point to specific

Subject suffering from
Credit Card Theft Nervosa.

services, such as The Lost Wallet m Service that can replace
your card usually within 24 hours. Or the 24-Hour Cus-

Subject af ter receiving Citibank

tomer Service line, your hotline, if you will, for any card-

The Monarch * Notes .Version: ' .

related anxiety whatsoever, f Further analysis reveals three

The Citibank Classic card gives
students peace of mind, protection

services that protect the purchases you make on the Citibank

Classic Visa Pho tocard.

against Freud—or rather fraud^ a

Classic Visa card , at no additional cost. 1. Buyers Security m can cover them against accidental
1 (preventing, of course, Insecurity).
damage, fire¦ ¦or theft, for 90 days
from
the
date
of
purchase
¦
¦
¦
¦
"
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2. Citibank Lifetime Warranty m allows one to extend the warranty for the expected* service
life of eligible products up to 12 years.2 3. And Citibank Price Protection assures you of the best
price. You need only see the same item advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank
will refund the difference up to $150' (hence no Post Purchase Depression), f Special student
savings are particularly therapeutic. There's the free Citibank Calling Service m from MCI to save
3 ( You're encouraged to call Mom and Dad reguup to 26% on long distance calls versus AT&T.

larly preventing Parenta Non-Supportus.) And a"$20 Airfare Discount 4 on any domestic flight.
(Case studies indicate that a Fear of Flying is overcome when Spring Break in sunny Florida is a
possibility.) Not to mention the low variable interest rate of 15.4%5 and no annual fee for college
students. % Suffice it to say, you'll have a credit card you can depend on while building a credit
history. So call 1-800-CITIBANK , extension 19, to apply over the phone (students don't
need a job or a cosigner) or to have your photo added
to your Citibank Classic Visa card , f If we say that a
sense of Identity is the first component of the Citibank
Classic Visa card , a sense of Security the second , and
a sense of Autonomous Will from your newfound
financial independence the third , don't be crazy...Call.

-

¦ ¦ ¦ ¦y

Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.

'Certain conditions iiiui exclusions app ly, Please refer 10 your Summitry of Aikliiiorotl P»"«»r«m Information. Buyer * Security is under written by The Zurich International
UK Limited. ' Cennin mtrici iim unci limiwiom apply Vnilerwrltlen by the New Hampshire. Insurance Company Ser vice lif e expcctimcy vurien by pmkici and h at
least the minimum bused on retail Industry Uiitn , Details of coverage aro available in your Summary of Additional Program In .0rrm1t .0n. '"Saving - cloirn l» ''
bused on a 10-minu. e night/weekend cull in the I,. 11 to 3,000 mileage buml ' using MCl 'x Curd Compat ibility rmen vn, AWTa standard calling curd rnte v effective
4/9. . Citibank Culling Service long dista nce usage cannot bo implied to obtain benefits under any other MCI partner program or offer, including t rove) awurd programs ,
, 'Offer expire e 6..WW.' Minimum ticket purchase f ir.ee In $l(fft Rcbutco arc for Citibank student curdincmlwrN on licketH issued by (SB Flights only The Anminl Percentage
Rule for purchases Is-I...4 * as of 8/9.. und m«y vury quarterly. The Annuul , percen tage Rme for cusli utlyuncjeH Is I9.R*. If u flnuncq charge ,in Imposed, the •
minimum I s 50 cent 's. There is un additional limince charge for r-ueh cash advance tra nsaction equal tp M of the amount of cuch cash advance tr ansaction ; however. : '
it will not be less than $2.00 or greater than $KMK ), Monarch* Notes are pub lished by Monarch Pron *. u division of Simon & Schuster, a Pani mounl Communicntlons
Company. Used ¦ hy permlKsion of the¦ publisher , Citibank credit cards arc insucd by CKibnnk . (South Ptikotu¦ ). N,A. -OI <WJ Cit ibank
(S«wih Dntola ), N,A.¦ Member
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low rate and no fee. Apply today
Call 1-800-CITIBANK , ext. 19
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Joh n Pepe
presented to the grand jury, said
Doran.
Doran said he is "not aware of
any witnesses that saw Pepe end
McKinney on the beach together
after they left the bar.
Pepevoluntarilypresentedhimself to police some time after 7:00
a.m. on July 17,according to Doran.
It is not known why he contacted
the police, Doran said. Pepe was
arrested later that day and charged
with aggravated manslaughter. He
is now out on $50,000 bail put up by
his parents, said Doran.
Pepe will appear before .a grand
jury when the final autopsy is completed . Autopsies are normally
completed in about eight weeks,
is
according to Doran. rlf ^epe irtr
dited by the grand jury, he will then
appear in court and dates willbe set
for motions and a trial,said Doran.
Pepeand theCoUegeagreedthat
it "wasn't in [Pepe'sl best interest to
return to Colby,"said William.Cotter, president of the college. "We
were looking at John'sbest interest.
We are making no prejudgement as
to what happened," said Cotter.
"The media has sensationalized
this case," said Cotter. "With the
media ofi campus, it would have
been a very uncomfortable time for
[Pepe], It would havebeen difficult
for John to do his work."
Pepe is currently enrolled with
12 credits at the University bf
Scranton in Scranton, PA, according to Mary Pat Burne, receptionist
in the registrar's office at the University. Pepe is living off-campus,
said Burne.
As a Dean's List student and
varsit y football player,Pepe would
have begun his senioryear at Colby
this fall. Pepe can still graduate
With his class this spring if the
charges against him are resolved,
according to Cotter, who said that
Pepe has beengranted an exception
to the Senior Residence Rule. The
Rulerequiresstudentsto spend both
semesters of their senior year in
residence at Colby.
Pepe could not be reached for
comment,and his attorney, Steven
Cued, did noi return several telephone messages left at his office.Q
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Find Everything You Need...At Super Low Prices!
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Letters

®I|e Colba ^ . o

Campus Community Committee

f ounded in 1877

___

As Chair,and on behalf of the Committee, I would like to extend an invitation to interested Colby students
to join the Campus Community Committee.
Our first meeting will be on September 15(8:00 to 9:20 a.rn.V and we are scheduled to meet about every two
weeks thereafter. We meet at breakfast on Wednesday mornings throughout the year, because the Committee
is large and it is hard to find another time when most members are free.
The Committeeon Campus Community is an all-Collegebody charged with supporting our intercultural and
diversity concerns, including matters of race, gender, class, sexual orientation, ethnicity and religion. It will
support existing groups concerned with comunity and intercultural relations, stimulate discussion, assist in
orientation programs, mount programs of its own and make recommendations to the faculty, student leaders,
the administration and other relevant committees on intercultural policy issues and on ways to strengthen the
campus community.
The original student,faculty and administration representatives on the committee have been augmented by
volunteers, and we would like to increase the student representatives.
Any student interested in joiningtheCommitteeshould send me a note by Monday,September 13,giving the
reasons for her or his interest and the possible contributions she or he might be able to make to the work of the
Committee. In the event that the number of responses is too large, the Committee will select additional student
members at the meeting on September 15.

LAURAPAVLENKO, Ed itor
JOSHLLJTTON, Managing Ed itor

ditcr
WHITNEYGLOCKNER, H e w s E
AMYKEIM ,A & E Ed itor
HEATHERLOGAN,A&E Editor

REBECCAHAMILTON,Layout Editor
CDSTA WERTHEIM, Photo Ed itor
YUHGO YAMAGUCHI, Photo Editor
JOHN BLAU, Business Manager
MARKRUBIN, Ad Manager
ANDYVERNON, Staff Cartoonist

HANNAH BEECH Opinions Editor
CHRIS DAVENPORT, Spcrts Editor
CRISTINE DASH, Prod uctionManager

|

JAC COYNE, Asst. Sports Ed itor
BETH HERBERT,Asst.NewsEditor
CHRIS GRIFFITH , LayoutAsst.

LETTERS AND OPINIONS POLICY
The Editorial is the of-idalopinion of the paper. The other opinions expressed on this page are
not necessarily the views of lite Colby Echo or its staff.
The Colby Echo encourages letters from its reader -, especiallythose within the immediate
community. They should not exceed 200 words.
Letters to the Editor should be typed. Letters to the Editor must be signed and include either
an address or a phone number. For publication on Thursday, letters must be received by The
Colby Echo no later than £ p.m. Mon day evenin g of the same week.
The Colby Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.

President, Colby College

LAURA PAVLENKO
Editor-in-Chief
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Absence makes the heart grow fonder
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16 months. I was home. I belonged
here.
After the Terrible Spring of '92,
I couldn't wait to get away. I loved
Colby too much to watch the protests,angry meetings and hurt feelings that accompanied the Rodney
Kingposters and Haussgate. Things
have changed since then, and I
sensed that as I drove up the Hill.
Many of the improvements that
students talked about during my
first two years at Colby are now
reality. We havecable TV. We have
telephone extensions in our rooms.
We have chem-free lounges. Colby
also has a new environmentally
friendly heating plant, and the
fieldhouse will finally be user-

friendly to the non-varsity athlete.
But these changes are not the
ones that really matter to me. What
matters is that everyone is happy to
be here. The students are happy,
the faculty is happy and the staff is
happy.
So I do appreciate Colby more
now that I'm back. I appreciate the
people who have made my college
experience so wonderful. I appreciate the beautiful buildings and
grounds that physically make up
Colby College. And I appreciate
those little things that I had forgotten about Colby: the smell in the
Hillside dorms, Doris who takes
my ID in Roberts, and the M&M
cookies from the Spa.
It's good to be back.Q
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Op inions
Does Colby's speech code gag our communti y?
Ir

LIFE'S A BEECH

By Hannah Beech
Remember when we were little kids, and
the schoolyard bully used to make fun of us?
We weretoo short, too tall, too black, or too
white. Those words stung morethanapunch.
A bloody nose was a sign of bravado, a
visible impression of "coolness," but verbal
taunts hit us where we were vulnerable and
left a scar that lay hidden within us.
It is the recognition that verbal abuse
hurts just as much as physical abuse that has
led many colleges, including Colby, to enact
a speech code to help individuals in their
communities. Colby's speech code lies hidden,deep in the StudentHandbook.Sparingly
used, the speech code has been referred to
only three times in the last fifteen years,
according to President William Cotter. Despite the conservative use of the code, some
in the Colby community still insist that the
speech code diametrically opposes free
speech. Nonsense.
A magic-marker thick line existsbetween
free speech and verbal abuse. If Colby Collegeinvited a Ku Klux Klan member to speak
at a Spotlight Lecture, that person would
have the right to air his or her opinions, no
matter how outrageous they might be. That
is free speech. However,one person directly
targeting another with racial epithets is not.
That is abuse.
A speech code will not eradicate bigotry.
As a college trying to enroll more minority
students, Colby must make it a foremost
priorityto see that students are treated with
respect. How would a gay student feel if he
were targeted with verbal taunts and the
College took no action? Would he feel our
happy campus was secure? I think not.
But what exactly is a verbal attack? Obviously, certain well-known epithets constitute abuse. Yet, there are gray areas. Some
believe that because of these gray areas, the
whole speech code should be trashed. No
way.
Those who will decide upon whether a
case constitutes verbal abuse are members of
the Colby community. Administrators and JBoard are responsible people; they will not
punish a student for calling another student
a platypus. Getting rid of the speech code
because of a thousand hypothetical cases
means getting bogged down with a red herring. It obscures the original intent of the
speech code — making those in the Colby
community feel comfortable.
Colby is different from society at large.

f^^^ ^^^^ l^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ i^^ l^S^^ B

the enactment of speech codes on college
campuses.Cotterargues that it is the right and
responsibilityof a small college to protect the
members of its community from all forms of
abuse while also giving priority to our
fundamental commitment to freedom of
expression.
Itisreasonabletosympathizewith Cotter's
desire to provide a civil atmosphere for
everyoneat Colby College. Cotter maintains
that to place no limits on what one can say is
too easy and therefore irresponsible. Speech
codes must exist to ensure that students and
faculty will not be attacked individually,
according to Cotter.
However, Cotter's call for speech codes is
merely an attempt to furtiierhoist himself and
the College onto the PC bandwagon. The fact
is that ao rule or policy will ever alter the
behavior of those who verbally harass their
fellow students. By enacting speech codes to
try to curb incidents of verbal harassment,
Cotter limits our fundamental right to free
speech.
This issue runs deeper than speech codes.
If students constantly worry about what they
say, then they are limiting their thought
processes.Paranoiasetsin,anda homogeneous
poolof common thought and politicallycorrect
speech results.This pool is synonymous with
the death of free thought.
Furthermore, speech codes offer more
protection to the abuser than the abused. By
censoring a student's speech, Colby does not
force the student to experience the negative
response to his or her words. A fine or
suspension is not as powerful a punishmentas
being chastisedby the college community as a
whole.
The responsibility of the College does not
he in simply creating a speech code and then
letting the matter rest. That isthe easy way out.
The College may try to makea code as clear as
black and white, but the result will only be
many shades of gray. To hide behind a speech
code is an altruistic attempt to solve a problem
which cannot be solved so easily.
It is our role as intellectualsto stand u p and
challenge views with which we do not agree.
By limiting free speech, the College
intellectually shelters students from the very
experiences that would cause them to rise up
and speak out. We should havethe courageto
fight for what we believe in. We should not
allow harsh comments to stop us.
TheCollegehasa duty to prepare us for the
real world. Do not stand for the easy wayout;
do not allow Colby to jump blindly onto the
PCbandwagon.Freespeechisanon-negotiable
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We can invite provocative speakers to challenge our community's pre-conceived notions. But as a private institution we also
have the responsibility to protect our students.
This doesn't mean that we're buying into
PC propaganda. Too often today, anything
that is controversial is disdainfully labelled
as "politically correct." Verbally abusing
someone is not a PC issue, it is a human
issue.Q
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BY WHITNEY GLOCKNER
News Editor

If free speech includes only that which no
one person findsoffensive, then a speech code
limitsour constitutional right to free speech by
allowing our peers to determine what we can
and cannot say. Free speech is and should be
unconditional and without restriction under
both the law and college regulations.
In the September Nieman Report, Colby
President William Cotter's article 'Tree and
HateSpeechon College Campuses"advocates

righto

What is the most excitin g thing you did this summer?

Liz Graupner '95

Pamela Heid '97
"Going to the beach with my
friends on the weekend."

Christian Citarella '95
"I went to Catholic World
Youth Day in Denver, Colorado ."

"I got attacked by a swarm of
deer flies in the salt marsh."

Ken Lee '94

"I just slept."

Teresa Tianga '96

"I saw Rob Lowe at a party, and
almost passed out."
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The Razzberry Moose:
ice cream extraordinai re
BY HEATHER LOGAN
A&E Co-Editor

Welcomed by its smooth pastel
tones and the cheerful nostalgia of
an old-fashioned icecream parlour,
I poured over the list of flavors at
TheRazzberry Moose, situated in a
store-front shop on Main Street in
Stern's Cultural Center.
The Razzberry Moose opened
on July 7, said Judith Vigue 70,
who runs the shop with her husband Tim.The stpreoffersthe traditional ice cream fair, from milkshakes to sundaes to cones, along
with some delidous food. With 2325 flavors of ice cream daily, the
Vigues can take care of anyone's
sweet tooth.
The small shop provides only
two tables. "We're limited to eight
seats in our license," said Judith,
who hopes to expand seatingin the
lobby of Stem's Cultural Center.
The Razzberry Mooseopensat 7
a.m. to catch the breakfast crowd
with fresh muffins, cinnamon buns
and sticks, and an assortment of
aromatic coffees. The pastries are
supplied by Fireside Bakery of
Norridgewoclc, Maine,and the coffee is mostly from Green Mountain
Coffee Rpasters of Vermont.
LunchtimefeaturesTim'shomemade soups.A hungry luncher may
also opt for one of the daily sand-

wich specials. Served with a tangy
five-beansalad,slices of fresh pineapple and celery sticks, they are
bargains at $3.89.
I tried both the tuna and hot
chicken sandwiches on wheat
bread. Both were quite good. The
homemadebreadwasfabulous. Soft
and thick, it had a sweet richness
like French toast.
Theicecreamwasexcellent.Tim
scooped up quite a variety of flavors for me to try — from Rum
Raisin to Chocolate Chip Cookie
Dough.
Don't missRaspberryChip,with
itsthick,darkchocolatechips swimming in a powerful raspberry ice
cream. Another favorite of mine is
Devil's Mint, "which is richer than
any Mint Chocolate Chip I have
ever tasted.
'"When in doubt, try the blueberry," said Judith. She and Tim
serve Miss Plum's ice cream,which
is delivered fresh weekly. Even
Vermonters claim Miss Plum's rivals Ben and Jerry's, said Judith.
The Razzberry Moose also
serves frozen yogurt. I sampled a
few flavors,which seemed equal in
richness to the ice cream. Even
better, their frozen yogurt only has
a 5 percent fat content.
Ice cream prices are reasonable.
A regular cone, which is two heaping scoops, runs $1.50, while the
Jumbo, which is three scoops, goes

Moose manager scoops up ice cream delights.
for $2.00.ThroughSeptemberColby
students are entitled to a 50% discount on all menu items. You can
have a super lunch and ice cream
for under five dollars!
The Razzberry Moose will be
open throughout the winter. The
store is open daily until 6 p_m., but
willsoon offer later hourson Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays, said
Judith.
The Razzberry Moose is now
seeking a clriver for an ice-cream
delivery service to Colby. Stop by if
you're interested 7—. it could be a
great pdrt-n'ihe job.P y' v 7i
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Un, Coe ur *en Hi ve&z
an antiromance

Stephane's frigidity for simple reticence,assumesStephane shiresher
AMY KEIM AND HEATHER
silent desire, and ,then dyoj>s the
LOGAN
bomb ohMaxime. ;yyy:
A & E Co-Editors
Just when we think Gamilleand
Expect the unexpected in Un Stephane will mn offinto the siinL
Coeur en River(A Heart in Winter) . setySautet intercedes. ;JnJ_acti; hie
French director Claude Sautet suc- doesn't even provide a sii-hset.
In Un Coeur eh Hiikr^Gmust
cessfully reinvents the traditional

New center improve s downtown Waterville
BY AMY KE 3M

A & E Co-Editor
Art and commerce haveformed
a new union in Waterville with the
construction of Stern's Cultural
Center on Main Street.
The spacious building contains
several retail establishments, including The Razzberry Moose, an
ice-cream shop owned by Judith
Vigue 70 and her husband Tim,the
center's developer. (The Razzberry
Moose is featured in our review,
above.) Stroll through the Center
and you will also find the Maine
Made Shop, R.J. Symphony Ha ir,
The K itchen Cupboar d, The Antique
Emporium , Caro l 's

Fashionables, Picchiotti'sInsurance
Services, a hydro-geology laboratory and Panoply, an art gallery
and studio that offers classes for
children and adults. TheCenteralso
contains Inside Out Playground,an
interactive playground for parents
and children.
Tim Vigue has worked with two
other investors since May 1992 to
develop the Center, which is connected by a causeway to the the
Waterville Opera House.
"I wanted [the Center] to havea
theme,"said Vigue. "It had to have
more than retail." He intends for
the Center to have an atmosphere
of activity and fun.
Construction is not complete in
the Cen ter , which will include sev-

eral culturalestablishments,including, The Maine Image, a video recordingstudio that will occupy two
floors of the Center. The studio,
which houses state-of-the-art equipment, will use fiber-optic technology to record Waterville Opera
House productions.
The Performing Arts Center,
another two-story establishment,
will provided specially-constructed
$20,000 dance floor, studio space
and changing rooms.
A four-star restaurant willgrace
one section of the third floor within
a year, said Vigue.
Stern's Cultural Center has already shown tangible benefits to
the Waterville community. About
24 jobs have been crea ted in less
than a year ,according to Vigue.Q
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photo courtesyof Railaoad Square
DanielAuteuil and Emmanuelle Biart in Claude Sautet' sVn
Coeur en Hiver.
watch and decode the silences,
love triangle plot.
which are loaded with nuance and
This film is not a fairy tale. Un- meaning. Sautet tells the audience
like the summer hit Sleepless in Se- to assume nothing, take nothing for
attle, Un Coeur en Hiver does not gran ted, and most importantly,to
sentimentalize. Love is not the in- live and to love with passion. A
evitable outcome. Disappointed? mixed message,we agree,but good
That's life, says Sautet.
advice all the same.
Dan iel Au t eu il is super b as
Although the film'sprem isemay
Stephane ,the emotionally crippled seem Weak/ Sautet's commen t on
luthier , craftsman and violin re- modem relationships delves into
storer. Emmanuelle Bean's face is a the unanswerable questions we all
masterpiece pf emotional intensity ask. Why, for example, is love so
as Cam ille, while Andre Dusollier excruciatingly difficult? Why are
carries himself with styleand confi- emotions so impossible to articudence in the role of Maxime.
late? What happens when the obStephane ismeticulousand dedi- ject of our desire turns out to bean
cated,piecing togetherviolins with empty vessel, a person devoid of
precision and delicacy. The camera reciprocal feelings? It's messy sublingers Jon the instrument , j e c,tand Sautet makes no effort to
Stephane'shandsand hisface. How- romanticize the awkwardness, the
ever, his gentle handling of the in- humiliation, and the failure which
strument is misleading,as he never of ten accompany lqye. ';,
again displays such sensuality.
UnC^uren H^
Stephane 's wintery heart capti- English subtitles, it is p itying at Bailvates Camille, a violinist who is road Squa re Cinema in Waterville,

roman ti cally involve d w it h Thursday Sep ti 9 at 7M p.m « an4
Stephane 's char ismatic business Swt,lbj $f it $: $0pj n.with iDcekend
pa rtner Maxime. Camille's beauty ^/niewBri ;00p,w.a . ,
"
is captivating and she has a wealth
of inne r passion which surfaces in
her music, Yet Camille mistakes

|Movies:

7M On Campus:
Stu-A Movie of the Week, Thurs.> Sept. 9-Sat., Sept. 11
BreqkfastClub
- yihtiig.^.7:00 p.m.&9:0Qp.m.,admission $2.00
Sat.
matinee 3:00 p.m., admission $1.00
Lovejoy
100
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Hoyts Cinema (Callthe
dnema at 873-1300_ as show times may changpfi |
|
Hard
W
Needful Things,R. 7:10p.m. & 9:45p.m.
W
%l
Target, R. 7:40 p.m.& 9:55p.m.
|
|
Without
Man
a Face, PG-13. 7:00 p.m. & 9:35 p.m.
m

Spotlight Events Series
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Thurs./Sept
Lorimer Chapel
.9, 11:00 a.m.
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| The Fugitive,PG-13.6:50 p.m. & 9:40 p.m.
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TheFirm,R. 6:30 p.m. & 9:30 p.m.
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Comic Henry Cho
Fri.,Sept. 10,9:00p.m.
Page CommonsRoom, Student Center
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Sun., Sept. 12-Sun.,
Poster Nov. 7
Colby Art Museum
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Show & Sole

Roberts Union
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RickBishopTrio
YotrKnow whose Pub
Main Street, Waterville
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Sleep
lessin Seattle
, PG-13. 7:20 p.m. & 9:50 p.m.
Railroad Square Cinema
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Un Coeur en Hiver,Umated.
Thurs., Sept ,9 7:00 p.m.
Fri., Sept. 10-Thurs.,atSept. 16 9:30
onp.m.
:00
p.m.
Sat. & Sun.
showing
Additional
1
Sophie,Unrated.
Thurs., Sept. 9-Sim , Sept. 12
Tues.-Thurs., 9:05 p.m.
Fri.-Sun.,6:45 p.m. at
Additional showing 3:15 p.m. on Sat. & Sun.
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VanGogh, Unrated.
Manufacturing
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Consent:NoamChomsky & the Media,Unrated.
^^^^^^^^^^ Tues.,Sept. 14 -Thurs., Sept. 16 6:30 p.m. only.
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No Place to Hide

Looking every bit the old sea salt that I
imagined he would,Captain Jack Moore of
the sailing schooner Surprise piloted me to
one of the most enjoyable mornings I can
remember during my recent first stay in
costal Camden, Maine.
Camden^neanc-ahalf hoursfrom Colby,
is an easyday trip,b»ut I recommenda stay in
one of the many bed and breakfasts, The
Windward House, on the northern edge oif
downtown Camden, is charming, as are the
innkeepers,Jon and Mary Davis.
Jon, Mary and the rest of the staff were
always readywith restaurant recommendations, maps and excellent advice.
. Every morning; Mary, formerly a gourmet chef in New Jersey,orchestratesabreakfast that makes home seem like a greasy
spoon.Imagine fresh-bakedblueberry muffins, raspberry-creamcheese coffee cake,
Orangejuice,and anupscalevereionof ^o,
^a^mheMJ '^^r r :};
^JS^li^^^
"Most Pancakes Consumed in a Single Sitting." The _Btudent packed away 17 large
pancakes. "Theifirst ten werehis own,"said
Jon, "the last seven were from the pressure

jn Of.tlW.gWWp.^

On the Davis'recommendation (theyeven
made the reservations for me), I went for a
sail with Captain Jack and his son on the
Surprise.
Surprise holds a maximum of 18 passengers. For $20, Captain Jack will sail around
Penobscot Bay for two hours. The price includes snacks and animated discussion. I
also came away with two free souvenir posters, '- .
What is there to see in Camden itself? I
recommend sitting on the blenches near the
waterfall by the public library; overlooking
the harbor at sunset. The Belted Calloway
cows are also of interest. They look like Oreo
cookies with their white midriffs and brown
fronts andbehinds. And don't miss the view
of Penobscot Bay from thetop of Mt. Battiein
Camden Hills State Park.
Autumn will undoubtedly bring sorne
spectacular foliage to Camden, so I advise a
trip this month,before Camden goes into its
winte^l^rnatipn!
¦;;,' i Ttephw mmberaM
Houseis
(207) 236r9656iRdom^
You can
pe tAif i&i:^
reach Capt. J ackand the Surprise staff at (207)
236-4687,Theysailfourtimesperday untilabout
thesecondxoeekofOctober.TogettoCamden,use
highway 17 from Augusta to Roctiandand take
:il&&s.nB^:0v<mvf a$M m- .U&x&f iw
A shot of Camden H arbor.
Augustaand turn south on U.S. 1 at Belfast.Q
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Consider a fall weeken d getawa y in Camden
BYJOSH LUTTON
: Managing Editor
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Echo

The most complet e
arsenal of test prep
tools In the world .
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Call now!

1-800-KAP -TEST
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LIKE CHINATOWN IN
WATERVILLE

AUTHENTIC HUNAN & SZECHUAN CUISINE
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DINE IN SUN-THUR - 10% Student Discount
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WEEKEND
Reservations
¦
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Reccommended
MON-THUR 11:00-9:00
FRI * SAT 11:00-10:00
12:(X)-8:00
SUNDAY
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?(10.00 mintmum w/ last delivery 15 minutes til closing)
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FOOTBALL
Sept 25 Williams
Middlebury
Pet. 2
9
Wesleyan
16 Amherst
23 Hamilton
30 Bates
Nov. 6
Tufts
13 Bowdoin

23 Colby-Sawyer
27 Bowdoin
30 Bates

FIELD HOCKEY
Sept 17 Middlebury

Welecome

h&ve an out °f state ID y°u must

r f^rJrJ ^l.

]®^f^^(l_8^
¦¦
116 Kft S'' ¦'w

^ve your Colby ID to go with it.
Please, no exceptions.
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Always plenty of in-store specials.

26
Oct. 2
3
9
10
16
19
21
26
30

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Sept 10-11 Bowdoin Round
Robin
17 Middlebury
18 Plymouth State
26 Tufts
29 U. Maine Orono
Oct. 2
Wheaton

m** ^_Hk _
^BBEC ^mmmXmXm.

Discount Beverage and Redemption Center
Open Sun. thru Wed. till 9 pm
Thurs till 10 pm , Fri and Sat till Midni ght
52 Front Street
873-6228
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3
Amherst
5
Bowdoin
16 Bates
22-23 New England's at
Amherst
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Sept. 11 Conn. College
Invitational
17-18 Bates Tournament
25 Bowdoin
Invitational
29 Bowdoin
Oct- 6
Bates
8-9 Williams
Invitational
14 St Joseph's
20 '. U.N.E.
23 U.N.H., Thomas
29-30 NESCAC's
Nov. 6
MAIAW
tournment
Home games are in bold.
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Free Attemtions
SPECIA L
All Reebok

sneakers
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We have been serving Colby students
or
we hope to for another
and
ears
y
^ ^
Come down and browse around ...
CHECK US OUT!
You wil find all the famous brands that you
¦
are looking for:
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We now have the largest selection of domestic and import
.
beers in Central Maine.

^^* __^ __ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ w0BB^^^

Framingham
State
U. Maine
Farmington
Tufts
Wheaton
Amherst
Westem New
England
Williams
Gordon
U.S.M.
Plymouth State
Bowdoin
Bates
/'

For those who know ...
Tills is a reminder.
For those who are new at Golby ...
I— i mmmiL—I This is an invitation. .
^

Back Everybody

"We still do deliveries^mStityovi v

iSk-M

22

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Sept. 12 Elms College
f
17 Middlebury
„
18 Norwich
26 Tufts
28 Thomas
Oct. 2
Wheaton
3 Amherst
6
Bowdoin
9
Clark
14 Plymouth State
16 Curry
19 U. Southern
Maine
23 Colby-Sawyer
30 Bates

MEN'S SOCCER
Sept. 11 Alumni
17 Middlebury
18 Norwich
21 U. New England
26 Tufts
29 U.Southem
Maine
Oct 2
Wheaton
5 U.Maine
Farmington
9
Clark
14 Thomas
16 Amherst
19 Gordon
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Arro w • B.D. Baggies • Levi's • Dockers •
Lee • Cotler • Reebok • Bass • Florsheim •
Woolrich • C.B. Sport s • Field & Stream •
O.P. • London Fog • Pendleton • Columbia
• Carhartt ,
I
^ .
and many others
Come down and meet Ludy and Pacy and
learn a lot about Cblby history.
-;¦
Also ... you will find our prices right .
\

LeVine 'S

Downtown Waterville
Where Colby friends meet.
Ludy '21

Pacy '27

Howie '40

¦¦¦HnsBiiiaanMnMnaMna

GBSW .
cantmwdf r o mp a g e16.

tfcst«e
*ch*ie*ed
\^e^<^ aJl$^ycl*ed
vaj sity .totw5,b«.ty*wer^.wnwrwedtliat
lhe p-ro£*aat wotiidtt'fc actually change
much without f_j.ancialbacldugfrom the
dknoy said l*»&ej<___
^
The officersalso «te th*climb from
<l«b it. varsity statu*as a. mean.* for lhe
p«.gfaai to be token mote -tett otisly*
? *I>ast year peddle Wtiyld skip practice
becausetheywerefired orhada tes ./ said
ICeaDy. ThJsyeai the^ack'-rawerswoaft
getaway with the same stuff as theydid a
year ago. That should really holster lhe
pwgFawi*
Colby College policy states that any
ciuh which achieves varsity status will
spend the _|rst foto y*aj»fit a "probatiori *
a*y" period. At lite end **f the two.yeas?
at-othervoters held todetetmirtewhether
oir not the apart wilt <-0-rth'i.«e with vtut&ity

ecd of the last fall semester and continued through th* 6pt_»g/' said Rogers.
"We called maj *y NESCAC schools and
gaJhem. mio,*»tf«M_ tote™***,
about their budget,membership,coaching, equips?-.-*--, and funding. All in a!!,
©W research was very hefyptvL?
The AthleU<: Adviwsty CorainiRei.
granted the crew .earn vaiaityslatus last
Aprils whichme&rtithe hlj ing of f ormet
FatdharaUniversityassistantcrewcoach
Von Angus aw head wad . af ins O.Iby
squad, H«w*v^ti*eiow«j iswfiyej &tillbe
-WSj*onsible for cantingup with fundsfor
their team.Thrai-gh "ergathaoa" and
other tad raisers,the team bwugl.. in slattis.
i .*afly $l!tCH)01asiyeadfx Howev«3r/ it €C.tild
^If$t»owortiever/s«.dKealty,/'We'Ve
oot compete on the varsity level without got themonvf md lhe couch,aaid though
the Athletic Department f voidswe still have to ir#xkh£tdto keep thiagj .
going,t__tis program isjgaing to grow/'Q
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BERGERON
continued f r ompage 16.

HUSSON
continued f r ornp age15.

In order to bolster the defense left weak
by the absence of Lanagan and Pompeo,
Serdjenian put co-captain and usual midfielder Pat Skulley '94 at sweeper and
bumped Chris Russel '95,also a midfielder,
to the stopper slot. The result of these
moves was a lopsided affair where Husson
was totally inept on the offensive end.
Husson was not alone at being futile on
the offensive end,however forwards Marc
Small '95 and co-captain Ethan Spencer '94
both choked numerous times. Small shot
at the goalie and Spencer aimed for the
goalposts. Small did convert early in the
second half, whenhebeatalaggingHusson
defender and shot one into the left side of
the net, past the diving goalkeeper. After
other blown chances,Small struck again as
he gave a perfect feed to Simon Dalgleish
'96 to give the White Mules a convincing
two goal lead. «
The loss of the starters was evident in
Colby's play, as most of the passes went
from the backs directly to the forwards.
Not a bad strategy against a weaker team
such as Husson,but once the team gets into
the thick of the NESCAC schedule, it will
provecostly. Once the compliment of starting midfielders are back, the team will be
better off, especially with Skulley back at
his original position.
The Mules'next challenge is the alumni
game this Saturday. The alumni will bring
back talented players from the last three
years.Q

p/zoto fry Yw/igo Yamaguchi

hall presidents at President's Council meetings. The presidents will then be able to relay
information to their hall residents.
Bergeron will also distribute a pamphlet
to all the hall I-Play chairs with the complete
schedule, the phone numbers of the common!I-Play chairs,and the specific dates for
roster due dates.
Bergeron and the commons chairs will
also be using the bulletin boards in Foss,
Dana and Roberts to convey I-Play information and to keep communication flowing between the chairs and the participants.
Bergeron has also been communicating
with Gerry McDowell the faculty adviser to
I-Play, and club sports about the changes in
the I-Play system and the calender of the
events for the fall season.
Our main objective is just to get an intramural program where people show up and
can play some games,"said Bergeron.
Because of the success of last year's open
league teams, teams not affiliated with a
residence hall or a commons, Bergeron is
focusing his efforts mainly on residence hall
teams, where he saw most of last year's I-Play
problems.
"There's a lot that went on where I-Play
wasn't really involved," said Bergeron. "IPlay was just kind of there. But now seeing
this whole thing work, I really think it is
going to have a huge impact because before
there was no unifying force behind I-Play. It
was just kind of grouped off by the commons."
This fall individual residence halls will be
competing independently in soccer,flag football and field hockey, while the Commons
Cup will collect dust in a far away trophy
case of the past.Q

Dean Serdjenian addresses his team during halftime of the Husson scrimmage.

Welcome Back

Faculty, Staff , & STUDENTS, and a special
welcome to the Class of 1997 fefj ff "Amine s B est Ddl^'jEK
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453-9756
Upper Main Street • Fairfield
Mon. - Thurs. & Sat. 9-5, Fri. 9-8
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New coach resto r es

enth usiasm to field
hockey

photo by Yuhgo Yamaguchi
Coach Salin gives Karen Goodrich '96 some pointers at
practice this week while having fun.

BY PETER DUBACK
StaffWriter

After spending two years as an
assistant women's field hockey and
lacrosse coach at Trinity College in
Hartford , Connecticut, Heidi Salin
packed her bags and headed north
to Mayflower Hill. Salin is replacing
Deb Puck, whose contract was
terminated by the college last year,
as head coach for both the women's
field hockey and lacrosse teams.
"This is an ideal situation for
me," said Salin. "These programs
have not been winning programs
in the past years. There is nowhere
to go but up."
Salin said the community has
rather low expectations of this
year's field hockey team and feels
that these feelings are justified.
"This is a team that went 2-10 a
year ago and there are not a lot of
p layers to work with," said Salin.
"In years past, players would get
discouraged by the numbers and
decide not to play. I haven't been
left with much to build on.
"Coach Pluck's teams weren't
happy and the girls weren't having
fun," said Salin. "I think the girls
are excited to have someone here
who can get the team back in the
right direction again."
"The team is really psyched to

'

have Heidi as the new coach,"said
captain Steph . Bunker '95. "We
have a tremendous amount of
respect for her and we feel she
knows what she's doing. She's
played this game at a high level
and only a few years ago. She's
working.us hard and she's tough,
but that's what we need."
Salin, a native of Duxbury,
Massachussets, attended Phillips
Andover Academy. In addition to
field hockey and lacrosse, Salin
skied competitivel y while at
Andover. After Andover, Salin
studied at the College of William
and Mary where she graduated in
1991. At William and Mary, Salin
played varsity lacrosse for four
years and varsity field hockey for
two. Both teams consistentl y
ranked in the top twenty in the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association. Several of her lacrosse
teams broke into the top ten.
After four years of successes at
William and Mary, Salin moved
on to.Trinity College where she
spent two years doing po stgraduate work in American
History and acted as an assistant
coaching field hockey and lacrosse
coach.
Salin's long term plans may
include law school,though she said
she is not sure she "can do that
nine to five thing." ?

'

Get off t he Hill f or a
Ho mecooked Breakf ast at :

BONNIE'S DINER

j ^ $k Colbv Special - $4,95

ithe events of last week really
bro^ht^backtomyownfresktttaih ysatatColbfv i -fcatetttbered
tha£c^i_&insm^liofinydorm.,now
1explored it f a rthe first time,with
myjparants in tow; commenting
on esrary trivial item they caftie
acr_)s<$h 1 recalledthe a?_xia«s anticipationof Hadingout what my
room and my roommate would
looklike,and .hehdptes&feelittg-as I thought to myself, *_ got
screwed ." I remember going to
the :endless orientation meetings
ate*wondering, "Don'. 1aitfeady
know this?*
Even with alt the distractions
that racethroughthesmall minds
of neophytes hi the early days, it
must be drilled into the soft melons of freshmen .hat they havea
responsibility to carry on certain
traditions>.Obviously,sometradltions are a kit m<>re cOpspicttaus
than others, but there are some
that are integral in altering imcotath freshmen into all-knowing,
law-abiding seniors.
Many piebes will realisethat
athletics play a large,crucial part
in the daily life of every Colby
student, A significant number of

Men ' s soccer dro ps Husson
BY JAC COYNE

Asst. Sports Editor
Despite injuries and poor shooting,the men'ssoccer team defeated
Husson College 2-0 in scrimmage
match at Loebs field last week.
Colby was pressed for numbers as four of last year's starters
fell to injuries. Junior defensemen
Bill Lanagan and Brian Pompeo
were both sidelined with ankle injuries, while senior midfielders
Kelly Flynn and Pat Regan were
benched with a sprained ankle and
tendonitis of the knee,respectively.
The injuries put the pressure on
some inexperienced players and
forced Head Coach Mark
Serdjenian to juggle the lineup.
we HUSSON on page 14.

Open Seven Day s A Week
5:30 a.rn.-2:00 p.m.

Benton A venue. Winslow
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Ptoto *V Yuh2° Yenuguchi

Bosch - 1/4 Barr el $23.50 + +
Bused & Natur al Light Bar Bottles $11.19+ . per ease
Natural light -1 It Barrel $33.50 + +

872-7712

Bear left after the winslow bridge- then 3 miles
ahead on the left

Ethan Spencer '94 moves the ball

•i*' „ . „ ,lint Beverages
Discoun
Elm City

x==k 2 E99s » 2 Pancakes
Homefries , Bacon ,
Toast , and Coffee
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Colby newbies play at least one theweek sothat theycan perform
spork amd^tl)_5yaren^t <»n_ilfea- theirbest on gameday.
However^only freshmen have
tats slight away, th^ **ventuaKy
will r__ake up;the core of athieiic the iH-reStMfnSd ehfirgy %h&
slowly ebbs Iron* the .older stuteamsm 1996 and *.&?>
these team athletes-aside,the dents- as they move closer and
ftoa-a.tMetie &ash-#&&1somtM-at> dosesto theflnl .no.vfc abyssof a
cepfc 3 role in their nev^ faVj«g j oblessfuture-.Freshmen have the
Colby $amjly. It is imperative for most fervor m the stands, and
thefoeshmento attend homecon- ma-k» athletics a fun and enjoytests- ' and lavish
able part of the
Colby
cheers
expert
se,
loud
prai
ence.
and an occasional
"It
must
be
drilled
Even though
scream of ecstasy
ttpo-ft the Some into the soft mel ons tehmenarepeEThaps Of
teatf.__ And, along
t the both
men
t
h
at
t
h
ey
fres
of
tomof theladder
with this idea, the
home team must have a responsi bil ity in termsof experience, know linundate the opto
carry
on
certain
edge and rooxt posing group,,
::
draw, they are,
upon
a traditions.
and will remain,
bonehearied play
avi-ai pattofthis
or lust for the hell
oiit, with derive nftrwks, fosfci« campus with theft naivete, stu>*
tutorial wmments,and, on those pid .ty and involvementntathie.ic&. As freshman move forth in
special occasions, a cow's head.
Of course, responsibility for this, their fiiftt year of freedom ,
supporting Colby athletic* does they must k$tvethe Conviction to
no. lie jt. st with the new members fulfill all the!responsibilities-and
oi this wonderful school. We =all duties that willmake them con*
have? an obligation to cheer the summate athletic supporters. d
athlete$that toilconstantlyduring

|

Mon. • Wed. 8am-9pm
I Don't drive , j ust call us for fas t , free delivery!
873-4837
Thurs. .am-IOpm
I
Fri. & Sat. open til MIDNIGHT I
215A College Avenu e

5un. 12pm.7pm
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Next Week look
for the Fall
Sports Previe w!

Field house to . lite / coinpleted
toy start of second semester

Several smaller proj ects alread y comp leted

A new,two-floor exercisecenter will be one ofNESCACs best.
million donation,, the college has
BY CHRIS DAVENPORT
been not only able to repair the fire
; Sports Editor
damage, but also to build an athletic complex that promises to be
The missing fieldhouse roof and one of NESCAC's best.
giant construction crane towering
Construction has taken place
over the front entrance belie the throughout the summer in prepaprogress already made in rebuild- ration for the start of the school
ing Colby's athletic complex.
year,and while it may appear from
When fire ripped through the the outside as if all the workers
fieldhouse last summer it seemed as have done is make sawdust, large
if Colby had a tragedy on its hands, steps have been made toward the
but thanks to Harold Alfond's $3 project's original goals. Five new

that will impress even the visiting
opposition. The women's hockey
team, after a long period of totally
inadequate locker facilities, will
now boast one of the best locker
rooms in New England.
Six of ten new outdoor tennis
courts are complete,and four more
will be done in three weeks. The
newcourts have been field tested
and are now facing North to South,
instead of East to West, to reduce
glare from the sun, according to
Lewis.
The alterations to the hockey
rink willbe completed shortly.Both
benches have been moved to one
side of the ice, instead of facing
each other from across the ice. The
scorer'sand penaltyboxes wilisoon
be on the other side.
Lighting on the practice football
field to enlighten practices when
the sun dips below the horizon will
be ready by mid to late September.

The floor in the gym has been
ripped up and construction on a
new one is in progress. It will be
finishedin mid-October,Justin time
for the Mule hoops team to bounce
its Way to yet another ECAC final.
A lounge, classrooms artd meeting
areas are being built near the new
squash courts and should be finished by inid-Noyeinber.
The gem of the fieldhouse,new
wei^room facilities,
exerci^
^
will be located to the right of the
main entrance. The area will overlooking the rest of the fieldhouse.
The steel foundations have been
erected and the hole that was once
a roof will be covered againbefore
the snow comes. The entire
fieldhouseproject willbecompleted
by the start of second semester,said
Lewis.Q

. ^y
squash courts have already completed, according to Allen Lewis,
director of Physical Plant. In keeping with the future of collegiate
squash, two of the five new courts
are infearnational size, while the
other three are constructed with
false walls so they can be expanded
to the international size,said Lewis.
New locker rooms are complete
and inuseby thefall teams.Wooden
paneling,footlockers—and in one
photo by Yuhgo Yamaguc
hi
' 5 and Jim Zadrozny*9S christen a locker room.
case a stereo system— add a touch Ada m Cote 9
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Sports Editor
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In an attempt to raise last year's feeble participation in 1-Play,
Colby's intramural athletic program, Gary Bergeron '94 has
been appointed to a new position in the Student Association
IStu-A] Cabinet to specifically address intramural sports.
"1pretty much created the position with Gary in mind/' said
Marinel Mateo '94 Stu-A President. "He knows how to take
control of I-Play, and has some pretty good ideas. We really jiist
needed someone to take control of it all/'
Bergeron served as Chaplin Commons I-Play Chair lastyear.
Bergeron an d Mateo are not only making I-Play an official
part of Stu-A, but they are changing the I-play format so the
emphasis is on the residence hall; not the commons. Previously,
individual residence halls competed against one another,tallying wins or losses for their respective commons. The commons
with the most wins at the end of the season would then emerge
as the Commons Cup Champion.
. Thisyeareach residencehall hasbeenliberatedand willplay
for itself, not the commons. Bergeron hopes this will spark an
renewed interest in I-play,and the forfeits that plagued I-Playin
the past will be reduced.
"No one really feels any loyalty to their commons because
youdon'tgettochoosewhatcommonsyou're in,"saidBergeron.
"Year to yearyour commons might change, and no one really

Gary Bergeron '94.

yi .

Jc newii^t toComife
to have more of a dorm ^competition." *
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S«e BERGERON on poflt 14.
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